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Spotlight
Reiser
For more than 55 years, Reiser has been a leading supplier of processing and packaging equipment to the cheese industry. During
that time, the company has gained recognition for its high-quality
equipment, innovative engineering and technology, and outstanding customer support.

from 1/8” to 2-1/4”. Holac dicers are designed for easy sanitation
and total hygiene.

Vemag Cheese Shredder & Depositor
The innovative Vemag Cheese Shredder & Depositor brings a
new level of portioning accuracy and waste control to your cheese
topping line. The Vemag precisely shreds, portions and deposits shredded cheese all in a single action. Unlike waterfall systems that “rain” cheese shreds onto product and conveyor alike,
the Vemag deposits accurately portioned and evenly distributed
cheese shreds only onto product. Processors will greatly reduce
cheese waste and eliminate recirculating cheese shreds and the
resulting cheese dust. Product appearance and uniformity are
greatly improved. The savings on reduced cheese waste alone ensures a very fast ROI. The Vemag is USDA 3-A Dairy Accepted. Its
stainless steel washdown construction and sanitary design ensure
the highest levels of food safety.
Holac Cheese Dicer
Holac is a world leader in cheese dicing and shredding technology. Holac Cheese Dicers provide unmatched versatility and easily
produce a variety of uniform product shapes and sizes. The versatile Holac features a removable cutting grid that is quick and easy
to change, allowing processors to produce a wide variety of products. A single Holac can cube, shred or flake all types of cheese
products and improve yields with consistent size pieces ranging
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Repak Form/Fill/Seal Packaging
Repak manufactures a superior line of rugged, high-speed horizontal form/fill/seal packaging machines to produce vacuum,
modified atmosphere and skin packages. Repak machines produce
high-quality packages with reliable seals that virtually eliminate
leakers and returns. They use two 4-point lifting systems in both
the forming and sealing stations to generate up to five metric tons
of closing pressure for uniform forming and higher quality seals.
All models feature rapid air forming to allow the use of thinner,
less expensive films while maintaining package integrity. Their
hygienic design and stainless steel construction ensure superior
sanitation. Compact configurations are available for low volume
production, as well as high performance machines capable of the
highest production rates in the industry.
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